MY VISION FOR LOCAL FOOD . . .
a living wage for ALL farmers
MY VISION FOR LOCAL FOOD . . .

Happy Eaters
Happy Farmers
Happy Community
Happy Planet!
Geo's
MY VISION FOR LOCAL FOOD . . .

Farm Bank
to hold land for producers to
use without the $
req'd to purchase the
land & a food hub
to distribute the abundance
MY VISION FOR LOCAL FOOD . . .

thriving community engaged in a healthy food system and agricultural industry
MY VISION FOR LOCAL FOOD . . .

More communication between farmers, farm workers, and the general population! Have more forums for everyone to express their ideas.
MY VISION FOR LOCAL FOOD . . .

Assured Availability?
We Must Not Take
having fresh healthy food
for granted!
MY VISION FOR LOCAL FOOD . . .

Affordable farm land
MY VISION FOR LOCAL FOOD ... IS A STRATEGIC AND COMPLETE USE OF URBAN GROWTH AREAS.
MY VISION FOR LOCAL FOOD . . .

Emerald necklace of Ag Districts across Clark County